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Anyone buying event tickets, sports tickets, or concert tickets probably heard of online ticket brokers would be StubHub. StubHub was one of the first ticket distributors to operate online; Individuals, of course, have long been in the ticket resale business, and are usually referred to as scalpers. But buying
tickets from scalpers is far from reliable. It's not hard for people to make fake tickets that look legal. Nobody wants to take a lot of money for tickets just to be turned over at the gate. Moving the online process and becoming an intermediary that allows transactions for ticket buyers and sellers everywhere
was StubHub's way of making it easier and safer to buy tickets for events. That's how you might expect, some people love StubHub while others hate it. The company has earned quite a text, but also attracts its critic side. If you are wondering whether or not StubHub is a safe service to use and purchase
tickets from, we have you covered. In this article, I will look at whether StubHub is a legitimate company and whether it is safe to buy tickets from them. About StubHubStubHub was created in 2000 by Eric Baker and Jeff Fluhr, a pair of San Francisco-based Stanford Business School graduates and
investment bankers. By 2003, the company had become profitable, and the pair sold StubHub to the giant e-trading eBay in 2007 for a $310 million. Since then, eBay has made StubHub the core of its ticket resale operation. StubHub works by reselling tickets for live entertainment events. Locations,
sports teams, performers, etc. can use the service directly to sell tickets to their upcoming events, and individual ticket holders or brokers can also post tickets for sale on the website. StubHub makes money by collecting a commission on each ticket sold. While it is possible to get a ticket discount price
through StubHub, the service is more useful for purchasing last-minute tickets or for events that are officially sold. Is it safe to buy tickets on StubHub? In a word, yes. The company is entirely legitimate and has the right to sell or resell all tickets on its website. Because it is owned by eBay, it has the
financial support of one of the largest companies in the world. That doesn't mean stubHub is faultless, though. StubHub has exactly the same flaws as the parent company: few resources dedicated to customer care, after-sales services, and the emergence of not caring about customer satisfaction.
StubHub regularly gathers less than stellar online reviews. It is not hard to find complaints from customers who have actually had problems getting after their purchase. However, StubHub is also one of the few ticket distributors that guarantees the legitimacy of their tickets. This is something that a large
part of the competition does not or cannot do. Even if the purchase of the ticket or tickets could be a hassle, knowing the tickets will be real is still a very important layer of security. While it may be a bit of a hassle to get tickets, it certainly beats spending tens or hundreds of dollars on what could turn out to
be little more than stock card if you purchase resold tickets from a less reputable service. The public perception of StubHubAs one might imagine, StubHub has its fair share of both fans and detractors, with reasonable explanations for both. BadIn 2006, more than 100 New York Yankees season-holders
who sold seats on StubHub received letters denying their right to buy playoff tickets for 2006 and still banning them from buying season tickets for the 2007 season. Although StubHub was not directly responsible for the alleged breach of Yankees rules by those fans regarding tickets, it was an open secret
that the site would allow people to sell tickets even when the original ticket issuer is dissatisfied with it. A more serious incident also occurred in 2006, when a number of New England Patriots fans reported being turned down from games because of fake tickets that were purchased from StubHub. Some
were counterfeited, while others were cancelled tickets sold by fans who had their season tickets revoked. The Patriots requested that StubHub provide a list of Patriots season ticket holders who used the site. The site eventually lost in the Massachusetts state courts. GoodWhile there are many negative
reviews of StubHub, there are also a lot of positive ones. When reading reviews of any online organization, it's important to put things in perspective. While looking at Yelp, Consumer Reports, or BBB, you'll see a lot of negative comments about StubHub. They will all have their point of view and should be
considered. However, you should also be aware that the company does not guarantee its tickets - if you buy tickets on the site that turn out to be fake, you will get your money back. I think it is important to consider that while there might be a few hundred negative comments, there are also positive ones. It
also believes that a few hundred negative comments compared to millions of transactions a year is not a lot, especially when you consider that most people are more likely to report a negative experience than to report an unremarkable experience that has gone smoothly. Of course, all businesses would
prefer not to have negative reviews, but for a business of this scale, that simply is not possible. Using StubHubI use and have been doing this for a few years now. I was lucky in that all the tickets I bought were legitimate and took me to the venue. They're the ones who weren't so lucky. That being said, I
also heard first hand called StubHub buyer, told them that there was a problem, and managed to source alternative tickets for the same is a legitimate place to buy tickets, but has its limitations. As long as you use the site with these in mind, you should have no problem. As always when buying something
online buyed emptor is the term of the day. Did you use StubHub? Did you have a problem? Any customer service experiences, good or bad? Tell us below. Read moreDo you enjoy this article? Good news: We have some more ticket-related tutorials and information for you! StubHub has some
competition – check out our article that is better, Vivid Chairs or StubHub. Want to buy airline tickets with Apple Pay? Emirates Airlines now allows this! Want to bid for airline tickets online? Read our where on and bid for flights. And be sure to read our piece on using Priceline to get tickets. You may have
read other Stuccob comments that are all positive, but their service can actually be quite spotty and unsafe. There is nothing worse than buying tickets from Stubhub.com, and then being told they are not good, especially when the cost is $500+. The worst part about what Stuccoba does is partnerships
with the over 120 places where both parties raise prices, so both get a higher yield at the expense of your consumer. While Stuccob may be a convenient place to buy tickets, they certainly don't have the best in mind for the customer and it's hard to trust StuHub to be trusted. Because no other ticket ing
can compete with Stuchub, they have practically monopolized the ticketing industry, setting prices at any prices they want. Stuchub also allows advertisers to collect your data, including your location. There's a way to stop this, but it's quite a hassle. Stuccob may be legal, but they are not reliable or reliable
to buy tickets from. 29 Reviews for StubHub Reviews Filter By: The newest top rated jnorrander55 1 Reviews StubHub does not support guarantees and surcharges November 24, 2020 17:37 StubHub claims to be next to their ticket purchases, and when an event is cancelled, you can get your money
back. This is fake and like so many others, I am fighting for a refund for a cancelled show and I would like my money back against a voucher from a company that is dishonest. I also am going through my credit card company to have my money back to me. DO NOT APPLY STUCHUB TICKETS!!!!
skimusic28 1 Rip Off Artists Reviews September 23, 2020 01:59 I bought tickets to see ZZ TOP in Portland Oregon in October. 2020 Tickets were pre Covid and when we found out that the concert was canceled, because of Covid, Stub Hub refused to reimburse us, instead offered a 120% voucher. We
don't want a voucher, we want the $300 and change the money back. Who knows when we will ever be able to use a voucher, or if that concert will be rescheduled, it is not is at this time. Our credit card company will fight this for us. Stub Hub also lied to us when they said they couldn't repay us because
our state wouldn't allow it. This is an absolutely false statement. We intend to join a class action lawsuit against these thieves. donclutter287 1 Reviews I can't get a refund September 22, 2020 7:18 a.m. bought Rolling Stones tickets ($1,400) for May last year in San Diego. The Rolling Stones announced
on September 15 that the concert had been cancelled. Ticketmaster and every news newspaper in San Diego and a couple in England report that the concert was canceled because the stadium is demolished, but Stub Hub can't figure out that outside and refund the money! I'll never buy anything from
them again. jyc_group23 1 Comments These people are thieves August 14, 2020 6:31 am I bought 2 tickets over $3,000 to a final tour event with their Fanprotect warranty. We're not the ones who go to events. The event was canceled. They refuse to refund cash, they will only issue a coupon that expires
at the end of 2021. They changed their refund policy after I bought tickets and did it retroactively to any event that was canceled. He basically blackmails me and forces me to apply my money to a future event. So if I don't want to attend an event in the future, I just lost my money. Is it legal? There are a
few states that have laws to protect consumers from this kind of abuse (14 I think), but the rest of us are just out of luck. Do not use this company. Obviously, they feel they can change their policies at any time they want to line their chests. We tried getting resolution on their community page (you can't get
it by phone) and just kept getting told this is our policy. If you do not agree in any way on their community page they just delete your comments and ultimately forbid you from the site. There is a process of collective action that I hope will do justice for all of us affected. DO NOT USE THIS COMPANY!
dhaselden64 1 Reviews DO NOT BUY BY STUCCOB August 5, 2020 04:35 It is criminal how the hub of the stump has handled the repayment of deferred shows during the pandemic. I paid $3,300 for two Eagles tickets originally scheduled for April 26, 2020 in Phoenix. They postponed the show until
October 2020, then postponed the show again until September 2021. StubHub claims that they bought my tickets from an individual when in fact they bought tickets from the concert promoter as they were advertising entire rows and sections available for sale. They now insist on keeping my money for
almost 2 years and are only willing to allow me to re-list my sales tickets in competition with their tickets when the tickets go back to sale again. I protested at American Express and they took the StubHubs position. I wouldn't do another ounce of business with either StubHub or American Express. DO
NOT BUY BY STUCCO! Milbeck3541 1 Reviews Reviews USE STUB HUB WARNING July 17, 2020 14:50 Stub hub is the worst company to use for tickets if you buy tickets from the hub stump and the event gets canceled and postponed to a later date, which in my case has been rescheduled until
September 2021 and is on July 2020 right now and I am not able to make new data , they won't let me exchange for credit in the store at different, nor is it impossible, to get a refund, they find all the ways to keep the money and will never give back, the only option they gave me was to sell the tickets on
the hub stump, would that be what f*** is that? I can sell tickets to a even that is not even going for another 14 months, no one is buying these tickets for a good 12 months, so my 850 is just sitting with the stump hub, thanks a lot, the hub stump is trash does not waste time chafraphi99 1 Horrible and
dishonest comments – Avoid! 27 June 2020 12:00 Horrible and dishonest company. After the cancellation of the baseball season, they refused to refund my money for the cancelled games - although it is clearly stated in their policy. After taking the issue to my credit card company they closed my account,
so I can't even log in. Out over $300 dollars - nowhere to go to solve. Use someone else or pay the price! nuserjulia6335 1 REVIEWS BETWEEN June 1, 2020 11:28 These people will gladly take the money and then change the refund policy. Instead of refunding money as any ethically correct company
would do, they refuse to repay! During a global pandemic!!! Then he'll fight credit card disputes! Highway robbery! I hope they go belly for the way they treated their clients (victims)! Just do the research and read all the bad comments, the ones who will tell the story! Give your business to a trusted
company and save yourself with all the mess we've been through! I'm out $1300 now! Thanks Stuchub! ihirsch29 1 Reviews Pay me for tickets that you sold a month ago April 14, 2020 12:48 pm I had 4 tickets to John Fogerty for mid-March in Arizona. I sold 2 relatively quickly. We had trouble getting
paid for the first set of tickets, which being said, we probably only spent 2 hours on the phone with them to get our money. The headache included that the Stub Hub had the wrong email – but somehow when they wanted something from us they always had the right email. They also blamed the PayPal.
The second pair was sold out and tickets were immediately transferred around March 9 or 10 for an event on March 15. Still no money paid for us, even though We called Stub Hub several times. We've been told several things that are inconsistent. Now we hear that we don't until the event that was



withdrawn by the fall. The buyer has the tickets. Stububub has the money and we have nothing! They're horrible to deal with. Avoid this business at all costs! cheryl.fox33 1 Comments I will do business with Stuchub again. What a waste of money... April 4, 2020 4:33 AM I bought 2 tickets back in October
2019 to go see Jeff Dunham in Reno on May 1, 2020. Thanks to Covid-19, the show has been rescheduled for November 14, 2020. I paid $558.38 for two tickets, including taxes. I can't attend the event in November and Stuccob doesn't give refunds for rescheduled shows. My only option is to re-sell your
tickets at probably a loss. You'd think with everything that's going on in the world that Stutubhub would make some exceptions like other companies do. This was the first and last time I will ever use Stuccob! What a waste of my hard-earned money. Even worse to get taxes again to sell them. Stay away
from this company.... charlie58.smoot59 1 Reviews Canceled Andre Bocelli concert April 3, 2020 5:33 bought Andre Bocelli concert tickets for Febuary in NY City.Bocelli cancels concert due to laryngitis. We spent over $5,000 in the hotel, plane tickets, ground transportation and meals. Stuchub wouldn't
repay the money. They said if they reschedule, I'd have to use the tickets. But if they cancel, they'll return my money. Bocelli reschedules for April 20. Metropolitan Opera House says it's the Corona virus pandemic that closed the opera for the rest of the season. I contacted Stuchub once more and they
still refuse to repay my money becomeboden2539 1 Unethical Comments March 16, 2020 10:50 am a senior high school and I was looking to have a great time at Coachella this year. I bought my ticket on StubHub and shortly after the event was scheduled at a date much later. That means since I'm
going to go to college, I won't be able to attend. StubHub shortly after he released an email saying it would be refunding tickets. This was perfect until shortly after he released a second email, essentially saying no matter our problem. They not only said they wouldn't be refunding tickets, but they had the
audacity to recommend selling them back on StubHub. They wanted me, who I just got ripped off to then go and continue to offer them even more business. This is a clearly unethical business, and I think no one should buy their ticket on StubHub unless you want to be screwed in major hrhorns133 1
Fake Site Comments March 2, 2020 09:04 I'm not sure why your site has Cleburne Railroaders tickets for sale, there is only one place that has permission to sell them and tickets don't even go on saletil after April 1. So on your website there are sections of our stadium saying they are sold when we
haven't sold any yet. Maybe you want to think about not lying to customers. rbreen170 1 Bad Experience February 27, 2020 18:19 I ordered tickets for Cactus League Spring Training, but the transparency fee of $20 extra on tickets has a lot to be Cost a lot more than I anticipated. I immediately called
customer service to try to cancel the transaction, but this option was not available. So the only option was to list them for sale at a price.to recover my ticket, plus the price of the fee with a very low probability of recovery. I think there should be some grace time for reversal in these circumstances, or for
Stuchub to be much more transparent. stan37 1 Reviews Seller Not Paid – Extrememary Poor Customer Service February 17, 2020 04:54 We sold tickets on January 4, 2020 at an Elton John concert, dinner &amp; show, for January 31, 2020. The buyer paid for the tickets before I was asked to send
them. I sent the tickets to the buyer the next day. The concert took place as scheduled, and the buyer participated. I know this as I had tickets for myself, too, and checked that the buyer was there. The concert ended about 30 minutes early due to rain, after about 100 minutes. Promoters, without any
obligation or requirement to do so, offered free entry to other concerts for all ticket holders. StubHub's payment policy is that they will pay me within 15 days, on the second or 4th day of Monday after the event. On this basis, my payment was due on Monday 10 February. It's now February 17, I haven't
received payment, instead I'm getting emails saying I'm looking into it and that their agents will contact me, but no one from the specialty department has still contacted me. I will never use StubHub for buying or selling tickets again. Pimmons53729 1 Reviews Such a rip off February 10, 2020 3:50 have
charged me for 2 orders. One for four tickets and one for six tickets. When I contacted them to tell them by mistake they told me they should just set up an account and re sell them. They were so happy to help me fix this mistake, but when I asked them about the $43.48 fee we paid for the wrong order of
four tickets were bad we cant refund that. After about 30 minutes with them on their help line. They said okay that we have to go help someone else now. Then they disconnected. I will never buy anything from them again and I strongly recommend that no one ever buyanything from them. I also filed a
complaint with the Better Business Bureau. Please shop some where else when trying to get tickets. gkarine4534 1 Comments They let the seller break the law and do not protect buyers January 21, 2020 12:23 am I bought the ticket from Canada to a Canadian show, therefore they must follow the
Canadian law. They even got to the Supreme Court here and proved guilty and must protect which they didn't do. Article 236.1 of the Consumer Protection Act. Which stipulates that it is illegal to resell the ticket at a higher price without the manufacturer's consent, which they do not. They do not protect
the buyers they keep insisting that nothing illegal has been done and let the seller continue and do not accommodate Buyer. shopperbinbox64 1 Stuccobor reviews and associates stole my money January 16, 2020 05:17 Stuchub completely failed to provide quality service! They were on the side of the
seller who took my money and yet they never offered me the tickets. Stuccobsaid said they saw the seller with the ticket condition, but when I provided a snapshot of my empty tickets screen, they didn't see this fact. They see things in their favor, not their customers. At the event, I provided Stuchubs
several emails to prove that I made the purchase, showed the instant confirmation of the payment I took, and the event staff themselves said Stuchub should not be used. I suppose they see Stuccous duped customers often! I can't believe they're allowed to operate. Don't come any closer!
BRETTANYGONZALEZ46 1 Comments DOSAR A REQUEST, close this site. They'll pay January 10, 2020 7:12 I'm not sure why you can't miss a 0 star, but if I could i would. this is a scam and they are the thief of this is ridiculous. I bought my tickets a month in advance for a football game in MEXICO
CITY. Apart from having to pay for plane tickets and transportation to another country, these scammers called us 2 hours in advance at the location to pick up the tickets. I put the advance in quotes because if you've ever been to a football game in your particular life in a country where it's #1 sport you
know it's safer to go to a game at least 4 hours in advance with knowledge of it takes forever to get into stadiums. I complained that there is no possible way I have to travel an hour to get tickets, then an hour back to the game, plus time to get into the game would simply be impossible without losing the
first half of the game, its ridiculous. After the fact that they failed to notify me in advance to get tickets they refused so-called fan protection guarantee, which is quote warranty for buyers, so they will either get replacement tickets or a refund if something goes wrong with the seller. SMALL CLAIMS
COURT, I will be launching a site where you are able to send these cases and we will beat each of them! until we get all the money back and this company goes down the hole, and bankrupt. When I called, did they hang up on me? what customer support does that. this is a complete scam not buying
from them ever and if you can waste their time as they lost ours and file a report. THEY FAC ILEGAL ACTIVITIES AND YOU ARE ELEGABLE FOR A RAMBURSATION, PLUS THE MONEY THE ENTIRE TRAVEL BACK! Do it. im not kidding they can't do this, im not sure why they haven't even been
closed yet, because no one does anything about it, i'm contacting every big social influencer I know and I will make sure that these people are closed for fraud. mock my words, they will be on the news. allenfurs0923419 1 Reviews Our experience was good January 2, 2020 5:47 our experience was
actually good. I ordered tickets to see Blazer in Portland. Tickets arrived within 4 days of the order. dvmt6024 1 Don't buy reviews if the venue is at the Scotland Bank Arena in Toronto, Canada December 7, 2019 01:35 I bought 3 tickets online from Stuchub to watch an NBA game between Toronto
Raptors and Orlando Magic at Scotland Bank Arena, Toronto, Canada last November 20, 2019. Sad to say the tickets weren't honored at the gate. Security told me that Scotland Bank Arena doesn't accept tickets bought from Stuchub. We can only be allowed in if Stuccouc will ask Ticketmaster to send
me the original tickets. I was then told by a Stuchub staff on the phone to wait 5 to 10 minutes for my tickets to arrive by email. Nothing was received. After 20 minutes I gave up because the game started a long time ago. I just asked for a refund. Stuchub didn't refund me until two weeks later. They said
they had to investigate first. Why wouldn't I get a refund right away? Regardless of the outcome of their investigation, the fact that tickets have not been accepted, I should be refunded without delay and without conditions. When it finally repaid me, it was short of CA$12.28. This is due to the fluctuating
conversion rate of the dollar. I have to ask for help from the credit card company to force Stubhub to repay the balance. But what about my 3 round-trip train tickets that cost me CA $37? This is going down the drain! My advice, do not buy tickets from Stuchub if the show is at Scotland Bank Arena. You'll
be wasting your time and possibly your money. Kristian 1 Reviews I did not like the service fee, which is hidden November 27, 2019 17:43 This was the first time we bought tickets from StubHub, and buying from the UK was expensive with the shipping fee. I didn't like the service charge, which is hidden,
but seemed comparable to others I compared. hellomoto37053 1 Confused reviews and I don't take 40% of my sale price on non-sale November 22, 2019 20:20 This was the first time I tried to sell tickets and I was just selling my Grey Cup tickets (which are physical tickets on lanyards and that is the only
way to get into the game) because my son is sick. I got an e-mail saying they sold. I logged back into the Stub Hub and there's no pending sales no NIMIC listings, so I thought it was a mistake. Two days before the game I see that there should be money going to my PayPal in 5 days, but still no sales
showing in the hub stump, so I sat down with them and put information back in my account showing a sale, but told me that since the event is in 2 days i'm taking 40% of my ticket price sale (about 250 Cananadia) is this even legal???? steven74 1 Tis Reviews is the most amoral company I've ever met!
August 1, 2019 19:58 I bought tickets to a match that I thought was a night Sox game. Turns out it was one day. Day. More than two hours before the game, they called the company, they said sorry, I can't help you. This company is a dishonorable entity. Attention! shaffer42 1 Reviews StubHUb refused
to admit it is an obvious mistake selling my tickets twice – and then charged me May 29, 2019 21:25 StubHub does not admit or pay for its mistakes or system malfunctions. Blame his customers and force them to pay for his mistakes. I offered Tickets to Lion King in NEW YORK because I couldn't make
the date. StubHub sold my tickets twice and asked to pay for his mistake. Stub Hub first claimed that I intended to sell the tickets twice. Then he retired. It still claims he sent me an email telling me to cancel my offer and submit a new offer to change the price and delivery conditions. He's retiring again.
The e-mail suggested I change the existing offer. to keep him alive. He further claimed that when I changed the terms of the sale, his website showed me that I was offering my tickets twice. He didn't. Stub Hub finally took the position that it had no responsibility for what happened because I still owned the
tickets. StubHub rejected the fact that he took possession of my PDF tickets and controlled them. Finally, StubHub told me that it had already charged my credit card (allegedly given to it for its security) to bill me for its cost in providing tickets to the second buyer – without showing me its cost. I'm
instructing my credit card company not to pay and will be taking this to court. llfkv180 1 Extreme Reviews OF BAD CUSTOMER SERVICE September 26, 2018 11:29 My self and a few guys were choosing a parking spot for the bear game September 30 I was all around the computer I chose a place
clicked on it and pass came back a totally different parking space I will not use this again nor will anyone who know TOTAL RAHAT COMPANY fckstubhub32 1 Comments WORLD WIDE SCAM AND FRAUD = STUB HUB March 2, 2018 07:29 I WOUTD like to warn all people of fraud STUB HUB!!!!!!!!!!
StubHub is a fraud! A few days ago I was ....... by this company. I paid for a few tickets, but while trying to get into the stadium I was told that the tickets were invalid. We lost almost 2000 EUR .......... No call back from Stub Hub – Stub Hub is a global fraud No reaction from Stub Hub – Stub Hub is a scam
they don't give a ..... Her..... their clients!!!!!!!!!! they win this way on naïve clients STUCHUB is a global fraud that should be reported to the prosecutor darrel 1 Comments We are now waiting to receive our tickets September 3, 2017 3:22 the process ticket was fine. I didn't like having to register and create
an account before seeing the total price on our tickets. We're now waiting to receive our tickets in the mail, and I hope they're on time. Dorota 1 Comments Named the day after and was informed that my order had been cancelled June 9, 2017 7:11 7:11 tickets for a concert for my husband 30 bday.
Planned a trip and hotels booked mainly focusing on the concert. I didn't get my tickets... He called the day after and was informed that my order had been cancelled. Stuchub didn't call me or e-mail me about the problems. Terrible service!!! Do yourself a favor- don't order through StubHub!!!!!
StubHub!!!!!
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